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Abstract
We consider the problem of assigning class labels to an unlabeled test data set,
given several labeled training data sets drawn from similar distributions. This
problem arises in several applications where data distributions fluctuate because
of biological, technical, or other sources of variation. We develop a distributionfree, kernel-based approach to the problem. This approach involves identifying
an appropriate reproducing kernel Hilbert space and optimizing a regularized empirical risk over the space. We present generalization error analysis, describe universal kernels, and establish universal consistency of the proposed methodology.
Experimental results on flow cytometry data are presented.

1

Introduction

Is it possible to leverage the solution of one classification problem to solve another? This is a question that has received increasing attention in recent years from the machine learning community, and
has been studied in a variety of settings, including multi-task learning, covariate shift, and transfer
learning. In this work we study a new setting for this question, one that incorporates elements of the
three aforementioned settings, and is motivated by many practical applications.
To state the problem, let X be a feature space and Y a space of labels to predict; to simplify the
exposition, we will assume the setting of binary classification, Y = {−1, 1} , although the methodology and results presented here are valid for general output spaces. For a given distribution PXY ,
we refer to the X marginal distribution PX as simply the marginal distribution, and the conditional
PXY (Y |X) as the posterior distribution.
(i)

There are N similar but distinct distributions PXY on X × Y, i = 1, . . . , N . For each i, there is a
(i)
training sample Si = (Xij , Yij )1≤j≤ni of iid realizations of PXY . There is also a test distribution
(i)
T
PXY
that is similar to but again distinct from the “training distributions” PXY . Finally, there is a test
T
sample (XjT , YjT )1≤j≤nT of iid realizations of PXY
, but in this case the labels Yj are not observed.
The goal is to correctly predict these unobserved labels. Essentially, given a random sample from
T
the marginal test distribution PX
, we would like to predict the corresponding labels. Thus, when we
say that the training and test distributions are “similar,” we mean that there is some pattern making
it possible to learn a mapping from marginal distributions to labels. We will refer to this learning
problem as learning marginal predictors. A concrete motivating application is given below.
This problem may be contrasted with other learning problems. In multi-task learning, only the
training distributions are of interest, and the goal is to use the similarity among distributions to
improve the training of individual classifiers [1, 2, 3]. In our context, we view these distributions
as “training tasks,” and seek to generalize to a new distribution/task. In the covariate shift problem,
the marginal test distribution is different from the marginal training distribution(s), but the posterior
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distribution is assumed to be the same [4]. In our case, both marginal and posterior test distributions
can differ from their training counterparts [5].
Finally, in transfer learning, it is typically assumed that at least a few labels are available for the
test data, and the training data sets are used to improve the performance of a standard classifier, for
example by learning a metric or embedding which is appropriate for all data sets [6, 7]. In our case,
no test labels are available, but we hope that through access to multiple training data sets, it is still
possible to obtain collective knowledge about the “labeling process” that may be transferred to the
test distribution. Some authors have considered transductive transfer learning, which is similar to
the problem studied here in that no test labels are available. However, existing work has focused on
the case N = 1 and typically relies on the covariate shift assumption [8].
We propose a distribution-free, kernel-based approach to the problem of learning marginal predictors. Our methodology is shown to yield a consistent learning procedure, meaning that the generalization error tends to the best possible as the sample sizes N, {ni }, nT tend to infinity. We also offer
a proof-of-concept experimental study validating the proposed approach on flow cytometry data,
including comparisons to multi-task kernels and a simple pooling approach.

2

Motivating Application: Automatic Gating of Flow Cytometry Data

Flow cytometry is a high-throughput measurement platform that is an important clinical tool for the
diagnosis of many blood-related pathologies. This technology allows for quantitative analysis of
individual cells from a given population, derived for example from a blood sample from a patient.
We may think of a flow cytometry data set as a set of d-dimensional attribute vectors (Xj )1≤j≤n ,
where n is the number of cells analyzed, and d is the number of attributes recorded per cell. These
attributes pertain to various physical and chemical properties of the cell. Thus, a flow cytometry
data set is a random sample from a patient-specific distribution.
Now suppose a pathologist needs to analyze a new (“test”) patient with data (XjT )1≤j≤nT . Before
proceeding, the pathologist first needs the data set to be “purified” so that only cells of a certain
type are present. For example, lymphocytes are known to be relevant for the diagnosis of leukemia,
whereas non-lymphocytes may potentially confound the analysis. In other words, it is necessary to
determine the label YjT ∈ {−1, 1} associated to each cell, where YjT = 1 indicates that the j-th cell
is of the desired type.
In clinical practice this is accomplished through a manual process known as “gating.” The data are
visualized through a sequence of two-dimensional scatter plots, where at each stage a line segment
or polygon is manually drawn to eliminate a portion of the unwanted cells. Because of the variability
in flow cytometry data, this process is difficult to quantify in terms of a small subset of simple rules.
Instead, it requires domain-specific knowledge and iterative refinement. Modern clinical laboratories
routinely see dozens of cases per day, so it would be desirable to automate this process.
Since clinical laboratories maintain historical databases, we can assume access to a number (N ) of
historical patients that have already been expert-gated. Because of biological and technical varia(i)
tions in flow cytometry data, the distributions PXY of the historical patients will vary. For example,
Fig. 1 shows exemplary two-dimensional scatter plots for two different patients, where the shaded
cells correspond to lymphocytes. Nonetheless, there are certain general trends that are known to
hold for all flow cytometry measurements. For example, lymphocytes are known to exhibit low
levels of the “side-scatter” (SS) attribute, while expressing high levels of the attribute CD45 (see
column 2 of Fig. 1). More generally, virtually every cell type of interest has a known tendency
(e.g., high or low) for most measured attributes. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that there is an
underlying distribution (on distributions) governing flow cytometry data sets, that produces roughly
similar distributions thereby making possible the automation of the gating process.

3

Formal Setting

Let X denote the observation space and Y = {−1, 1} the output space. Let PX ×Y denote the set
of probability distributions on X × Y, PX the set of probability distributions on X , and PY|X the
set of conditional probabilities of Y given X (also known as Markov transition kernels from X to
2

Figure 1: Two-dimensional projections of multi-dimensional flow cytometry data. Each row corresponds to a single patient. The distribution of cells differs from patient to patient. Lymphocytes, a
type of white blood cell, are marked dark (blue) and others are marked bright (green). These were
manually selected by a domain expert.
Y ) which we also call “posteriors” in this work. The disintegration theorem (see for instance [9],
Theorem 6.4) tells us that (under suitable regularity properties, e.g., X is a Polish space) any element
PXY ∈ PX ×Y can be written as a product PXY = PX •PY |X , with PX ∈ PX , PY |X ∈ PY |X . The
space PX ×Y is endowed with the topology of weak convergence and the associated Borel σ-algebra.
(1)

(N )

It is assumed that there exists a distribution µ on PX ×Y , where PXY , . . . , PXY are i.i.d. realizations
(i)
from µ, and the sample Si is made of ni i.i.d. realizations of (X, Y ) following the distribution PXY .
T
Now consider a test distribution PXY
and test sample S T = (XjT , YjT )1≤j≤nT , whose labels are
not observed. A decision function is a function f : PX × X 7→ R that predicts Ybi = f (PbX , Xi ),
where PbX is the associated empirical X distribution. If ` : R × Y 7→ R+ is a loss, then the average
PnT
loss incurred on the test sample is n1T i=1
`(YbiT , YiT ) . Based on this, we define the average
generalization error of a decision function over test samples of size nT ,
"
#
nT
1 X
T
T
T
T ∼µ ES T ∼(P T )⊗nT
`(f (PbX , Xi ), Yi ) .
(1)
E(f, nT ) := EPXY
XY
nT i=1
In important point of the analysis is that, at training time as well as at test time, the marginal distribution PX for a sample is only known through the sample itself, that is, through the empirical
marginal PbX . As is clear from equation (1), because of this the generalization error also depends on
T
T
. This motivates the following genthe test sample size nT . As nT grows, PbX
will converge to PX
eralization error when we have an infinite test sample, where we then assume that the true marginal
T
PX
is observed:


T
T
T
T ∼µ E(X T ,Y T )∼P T
E(f, ∞) := EPXY
`(f
(P
,
X
),
Y
)
.
(2)
X
XY
To gain some insight into this risk, let us decompose µ into two parts, µX which generates the
marginal distribution PX , and µY |X which, conditioned on PX , generates the posterior PY |X . Denote X̃ = (PX , X). We then have
h
i
E(f, ∞) = EPX ∼µX EPY |X ∼µY |X EX∼PX EY |X∼PY |X `(f (X̃), Y )
h
i
= EPX ∼µX EX∼PX EPY |X ∼µY |X EY |X∼PY |X `(f (X̃), Y )
h
i
= E(X̃,Y )∼Qµ `(f (X̃), Y ) .
Here Qµ is the distribution that generates X̃ by first drawing PX according to µX , and then drawing
X according to PX . Similarly, Y is generated, conditioned on X̃, by first drawing PY |X according
to µY |X , and then drawing Y from PY |X . From this last expression, we see that the risk is like a
standard binary classification risk based on (X̃, Y ) ∼ Qµ . Thus, we can deduce several properties
3

that are known to hold for binary classification risks. For example, if the
 loss is the 0/1 loss, then
∗
µ
1{Y =1} . More generally,
f (X̃) = 2η̃(X̃) − 1 is an optimal predictor, where η̃(X̃) = EY ∼Q
Y |X̃

h

i
E(f, ∞) − E(f ∗ , ∞) = EX̃∼Qµ 1{sign(f (X̃))6=sign(f ∗ (X̃))} |2η̃(X̃) − 1| .
X̃

Our goal is a learning rule that asymptotically predicts as well as the global minimizer of (2), for
a general loss `. By the above observations, consistency with respect to a general ` (thought of
as a surrogate) will imply consistency for the 0/1 loss, provided ` is classification calibrated [10].
Despite the similarity to standard binary classification in the infinite sample case, we emphasize that
eij , Yij ) are neither independent nor
the learning task here is different, because the realizations (X
identically distributed.
T
Finally, we note that there is a condition where for µ-almost all test distribution PXY
, the classifier
∗
T
∗
f (PX , .) (where f is the global minimizer of (2)) coincides with the optimal Bayes classifier for
T
PXY
, although no labels from this test distribution are observed. This condition is simply that the
posterior PY |X is (µ-almost surely) a function of PX . In other words, with the notation introduced
above, µY |X (PX ) is a Dirac delta for µ-almost all PX . Although we will not be assuming this
condition throughout the paper, it is implicitly assumed in the motivating application presented in
Section 2, where an expert labels the data points by just looking at their marginal distribution.

Lemma 3.1. For a fixed distribution PXY , and a decision function f : X → R, let us denote
R(f, PXY ) = E(X,Y )∼PXY [`(f (X), Y )] and
R∗ (PXY ) := min R(f, PXY ) = min E(X,Y )∼PXY [`(f (X), Y )]
f :X →R

f :X →R

the corresponding optimal (Bayes) risk for the loss function `. Assume that µ is a distribution on
PX ×Y such that µ-a.s. it holds PY |X = F (PX ) for some deterministic mapping F . Let f ∗ be a
minimizer of the risk (2). Then we have for µ-almost all PXY :
R(f ∗ (PX , .), PXY ) = R∗ (PXY )
and
E(f ∗ , ∞) = EPXY ∼µ [R∗ (PXY )] .
Proof. Straightforward. Obviously for any f : PX × X → R, one has for all PXY :
R(f (PX , .), PXY ) ≥ R∗ (PXY ). For any fixed PX ∈ PX , consider PXY := PX • F (PX ) and
g ∗ (PX ) a Bayes classifier for this joint distribution. Pose f (PX , x) := g ∗ (PX )(x). Then f coincides for µ-almost PXY with a Bayes classifier for PXY , achieving equality in the above inequality.
The second equality follows by taking expectation over PXY ∼ µ.

4

Learning Algorithm

We consider an approach based on positive semi-definite kernels, or simply kernels for short. Background information on kernels, including the definition, normalized kernels, universal kernels, and
reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHSs), may be found in [11]. Several well-known learning
algorithms, such as support vector machines and kernel ridge regression, may be viewed as minimizers of a norm-regularized empirical risk over the RKHS of a kernel. A similar development
also exists for multi-task learning [3]. Inspired by this framework, we consider a general kernel
algorithm as follows.
Consider the loss function ` : R × Y → R+ . Let k be a kernel on PX × X , and let Hk be the
(i)
associated RKHS. For the sample Si let PbX denote the corresponding empirical distribution of the
eij = (Pb(i) , Xij ).
Xij s. Also consider the extended input space PX × X and the extended data X
X
(i)
Note that PbX plays a role similar to the task index in multi-task learning. Now define
ni
N
1 X 1 X
eij ), Yij ) + λ kf k2 .
fbλ = arg min
`(f (X
N
n
f ∈Hk
i=1 i j=1
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(3)

For the hinge loss, by the representer theorem [12] this optimization problem reduces to a quadratic
program equivalent to the dual of a kind of cost-sensitive SVM, and therefore can be solved using
existing software packages. The final predictor has the form
fbλ (PbX , x) =

ni
N X
X

(i)
αij Yij k((PbX , Xij ), (PbX , x))

i=1 j=1

where the αij are nonnegative and mostly zero. See [11] for details.
In the rest of the paper we will consider a kernel k on PX × X of the product form
k((P1 , x1 ), (P2 , x2 )) = kP (P1 , P2 )kX (x1 , x2 ),

(4)

where kP is a kernel on PX and kX a kernel on X . Furthermore, we will consider kernels on
0
PX of a particular form. Let kX
denote a kernel on X (which might be different from kX ) that is
0 :
measurable and bounded. We define the following mapping Ψ : PX → HkX
Z
0
PX 7→ Ψ(PX ) :=
kX
(x, ·)dPX (x).
(5)
X

This mapping has been studied in the framework of “characteristic kernels” [13], and it has been
0
and injectivity of Ψ [14, 15].
proved that there are important links between universality of kX
0
) =
Note that the mapping Ψ is linear. Therefore, if we consider the kernel kP (PX , PX
0
hΨ(PX ), Ψ(PX )i, it is a linear kernel on PX and cannot be a universal kernel. For this reason,
0 and consider the kernel on PX given by
we introduce yet another kernel K on HkX
0
0
kP (PX , PX
) = K (Ψ(PX ), Ψ(PX
)) .

(6)

Note that particular kernels inspired by the finite dimensional case are of the form
K(v, v 0 ) = F (kv − v 0 k),

(7)

or

K(v, v 0 ) = G(hv, v 0 i),
(8)
where F, G are real functions of a real variable such that they define a kernel. For example, F (t) =
exp(−t2 /(2σ 2 )) yields a Gaussian-like kernel, while G(t) = (1 + t)d yields a polynomial-like
kernel. Kernels of the above form on the space of probability distributions over a compact space X
have been introduced and studied in [16]. Below we apply their results to deduce that k is a universal
0
, and K.
kernel for certain choices of kX , kX
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Learning Theoretic Study

Although the regularized estimation formula (3) defining fbλ is standard, the generalization error
eij are neither identically distributed nor independent. We begin with a
analysis is not, since the X
generalization error bound that establishes uniform estimation error control over functions belonging
to a ball of Hk . We then discuss universal kernels, and finally deduce universal consistency of the
algorithm. To simplify somewhat the analysis, we assume below that all training samples have the
same size ni = n. Also let Bk (r) denote the closed ball of radius r, centered at the origin, in the
RKHS of the kernel k. We consider the following assumptions on the loss and kernels:
(Loss) The loss function ` : R × Y → R+ is L` -Lipschitz in its first variable and bounded by B` .
0
(Kernels-A) The kernels kX , kX
and K are bounded respectively by constants Bk2 , Bk20 ≥ 1, and
2
0
BK . In addition, the canonical feature map ΦK : HkX
→ HK associated to K satisfies a
0 (Bk 0 ) :
Hölder condition of order α ∈ (0, 1] with constant LK , on BkX
0 (Bk 0 ) :
∀v, w ∈ BkX

α

kΦK (v) − ΦK (w)k ≤ LK kv − wk .

(9)

Sufficient conditions for (9) are described in [11]. As an example, the condition is shown to hold
0 . The boundedness assumptions are also
with α = 1 when K is the Gaussian-like kernel on HkX
clearly satisfied for Gaussian kernels.
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Theorem 5.1 (Uniform estimation error control). Assume conditions (Loss) and (Kernels-A) hold.
(1)
(N )
If PXY , . . . , PXY are i.i.d. realizations from µ, and for each i = 1, . . . , N , the sample Si =
(i)
(Xij , Yij )1≤j≤n is made of i.i.d. realizations from PXY , then for any R > 0, with probability at
least 1 − δ:
sup
f ∈Bk (R)

N
n
1 X1X
eij ), Yij ) − E(f, ∞)
`(f (X
N i=1 n j=1


≤ c RBk L`

Bk0 LK

log N + log δ −1
n

 α2

1
+ BK √
N

!

r
+ B`

log δ −1
N

!
, (10)

where c is a numerical constant, and Bk (R) denotes the ball of radius R of Hk .
Proof sketch. The full proofs of this and other results are given in [11]. We give here a brief
overview. We use the decomposition

sup
f ∈Bk (R)

ni
N
1 X 1 X
eij ), Yij ) − E(f, ∞)
`(f (X
N i=1 ni j=1

≤

sup
f ∈Bk (R)

+

sup
f ∈Bk (R)

ni 
N

1 X 1 X
(i)
(i)
`(f (PbX , Xij ), Yij ) − `(f (PX , Xij ), Yij )
N i=1 ni j=1
ni
N
1 X 1 X
(i)
`(f (PX , Xij ), Yij ) − E(f, ∞) =: (I) + (II).
N i=1 ni j=1

Bounding (I), using the Lipschitz property of the loss function, can be reduced to controlling
(i)

(i)

f (PbX , .) − f (PX , .)

∞

,

(i)

conditional to PX , uniformly for i = 1, . . . , N . This can be obtained using the reproducing property
(i)
(i)
of the kernel k, the convergence of Ψ(PbX ) to Ψ(PX ) as a consequence of Hoeffding’s inequality
in a Hilbert space, and the other assumptions (boundedness/Hölder property) on the kernels.
Concerning the control of the term (II), it can be decomposed in turn into the convergence con(i)
ditional to (PX ), and the convergence of the conditional generalization error. In both cases, a
standard approach using the Azuma-McDiarmid’s inequality [17] followed by symmetrization and
Rademacher complexity analysis on a kernel space [18, 19] can be applied. For the first part, the
(i)
random variables are the (Xij , Yij ) (which are independent conditional to (PX )); for the second
(i)
part, the i.i.d. variables are the (PX ) (the (Xij , Yij ) being integrated out).
To establish that k is universal on PX × X , the following lemma is useful.
Lemma 5.2. Let Ω, Ω0 be two compact spaces and k, k 0 be kernels on Ω, Ω0 , respectively. If k, k 0
are both universal, then the product kernel
k((x, x0 ), (y, y 0 )) := k(x, y)k 0 (x0 , y 0 )
is universal on Ω × Ω0 .
Several examples of universal kernels are known on Euclidean space. We also need universal kernels
on PX . Fortunately, this was recently investigated [16]. Some additional assumptions on the kernels
and feature space are required:
0
(Kernels-B) kX , kX
, K, and X satisfy the following: X is a compact metric space; kX is universal
0
0 .
on X ; kX is continuous and universal on X ; K is universal on any compact subset of HkX
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Adapting the results of [16], we have the following.
Theorem 5.3 (Universal kernel). Assume condition (Kernels-B) holds. Then, for kP defined as in
(6), the product kernel k in (4) is universal on PX ×X . Furthermore, the assumption on K is fulfilled
if K is of the form (8), where G is an analytical function with positive Taylor series coefficients, or if
K is the normalized kernel associated to such a kernel.
0
As an example, suppose that X is a compact subset of Rd . Let kX and kX
be Gaussian kernels on
0
0
X . Taking G(t) = exp(t), it follows that K(PX , PX ) = exp(hΨ(PX ), Ψ(PX
)iHk0 ) is universal on
X
0
PX . By similar reasoning as in the finite dimensional case, the Gaussian-like kernel K(PX , PX
)=
1
0
2
exp(− 2σ2 kΨ(PX ) − Ψ(PX )kHk0 ) is also universal on PX . Thus the product kernel is universal.
X

Corollary 5.4 (Universal consistency). Assume the conditions (Loss), (Kernels-A), and (KernelsB) are satisfied. Assume that N, n grow to infinityq
in such a way that N = O(nγ ) for some γ > 0.
Then, if λj is a sequence such that λj → 0 and λj
E(fbλmin(N,nα ) , ∞) →

j
log j

inf

→ ∞, it holds that

f :PX ×X →R

E(f, ∞)

in probability.
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Experiments

We demonstrate the proposed methodology for flow cytometry data auto-gating, described above.
Peripheral blood samples were obtained from 35 normal patients, and lymphocytes were classified
by a domain expert. The corresponding flow cytometry data sets have sample sizes ranging from
10,000 to 100,000, and the proportion of lymphocytes in each data set ranges from 10 to 40%. We
took N = 10 of these data sets for training, and the remaining 25 for testing. To speed training time,
we subsampled the 10 training data sets to have 1000 data points (cells) each. Adopting the hinge
loss, we used the SVMlight [20] package to solve the quadratic program characterizing the solution.
0
The kernels kX , kX
, and K are all taken to be GausTrain Test
kP
0
sian kernels with respective bandwidths σX , σX
, and
Pooling
(τ
=
1)
1.41 2.32
2
equals 10 times the average
σ. We set σX such that σX
MTL (τ = 0.01)
1.59 2.64
distance of a data point to its nearest neighbor within
1.34 2.36
MTL (τ = 0.5)
the same data set. The second bandwidth was defined
Proposed
1.32 2.29
similarly, while the third was set to 1. The regularization parameter λ was set to 1.
Table 1: The misclassification rates (%) on
For comparison, we also considered three other training data sets and test data sets for difoptions for kP .
These kernels have the form ferent kP . The proposed method adapts the
kP (P1 , P2 ) = 1 if P1 = P2 , and kP (P1 , P2 ) = τ decision function to the test data (through
otherwise. When τ = 1, the method is equivalent to the marginal-dependent kernel), accountpooling all of the training data together in one data set, ing for its improved performance.

and learning a single SVM classifier. This idea has
been previously studied in the context of flow cytometry by [21]. When 0 < τ < 1, we obtain a kernel like what was used for multi-task learning (MTL)
by [3]. Note that these kernels have the property that if P1 is a training data set, and P2 a test data set,
then P1 6= P2 and so kP (P1 , P2 ) is simply a constant. This implies that the learning rules produced
by these kernels do not adapt to the test distribution, unlike the proposed kernel. In the experiments,
we take τ = 1 (pooling), 0.01, and 0.5 (MTL).
The results are shown in Fig. 2 and summarized in Table 1. The middle column of the table reports
the average misclassification rate on the training data sets. Here we used those data points that
were not part of the 1000-element subsample used for training. The right column shows the average
misclassification rate on the test data sets.

7

Discussion

Our approach to learning marginal predictors relies on the extended input pattern X̃ = (PX , X).
Thus, we study the natural algorithm of minimizing a regularized empirical loss over a reproducing
7

Figure 2: The misclassification rates (%) on training data sets and test data sets for different kP . The
last 25 data sets separated by dotted line are not used during training.
kernel Hilbert space associated with the extended input domain PX ×X . We also establish universal
consistency, using a novel generalization error analysis under the inherent non-iid sampling plan,
and a construction of a universal kernel on PX × X . For the hinge loss, the algorithm may be
implemented using standard techniques for SVMs. The algorithm is applied to flow cytometry autogating, and shown to improve upon kernels that do not adapt to the test distribution.
Several future directions exist. From an application perspective, the need for adaptive classifiers
arises in many applications, especially in biomedical applications involving biological and/or technical variation in patient data. For example, when electrocardiograms are used to monitor cardiac
patients, it is desirable to classify each heartbeat as irregular or not. However, irregularities in a test
patient’s heartbeat will differ from irregularities of historical patients, hence the need to adapt to the
test distribution [22].
We can also ask how the methodology and analysis can be extended to the context where a small
number of labels are available for the test distribution, as is commonly assumed in transfer learning.
In this setting, two approaches are possible. The simplest one is to use the same optimization problem (3), wherein we include additionally the labeled examples of the test distribution. However, if
several test samples are to be treated in succession, and we want to avoid a full, resource-consuming
re-training using all the training samples each time, an interesting alternative is the following: learn
once a function f0 (PX , x) using the available training samples via (3); then, given a partially labeled
test sample, learn a decision function on this sample only via the usual kernel norm regularized em2
2
pirical loss minimization method, but replace the usual regularizer term kf k by kf − f0 (Px , .)k
(note that f0 (Px , .) ∈ Hk ). In this sense, the marginal-adaptive decision function learned from the
training samples would serve as a “prior” for learning on the test data.
It would also be of interest to extend the proposed methodology to a multi-class setting. In this case,
the problem has an interesting interpretation in terms of “learning to cluster.” Each training task may
be viewed as a data set that has been clustered by a teacher. Generalization then entails the ability
to learn the clustering process, so that clusters may be assigned to a new unlabeled data set.
Future work may consider other asymptotic regimes, e.g., where {ni }, nT do not tend to infinity,
or they tend to infinity much slower than N . It may also be of interest to develop implementations
for differentiable losses such as the logistic loss, allowing for estimation of posterior probabilities.
Finally, we would like to specify conditions on µ, the distribution-generating distribution, that are
favorable for generalization (beyond the simple condition discussed in Lemma 3.1).
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